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**Background:** The human amygdala is implicated in the formation of emotional memories and the perception of emotional stimuli—particularly fear—across various modalities.

**Objectives:** To discern the extent to which these functions are related.

**Methods:** 28 patients who had anterior temporal lobectomy (13 left and 15 right) for intractable epilepsy were recruited. Structural magnetic resonance imaging showed that three of them had atrophy of their remaining amygdala. All participants were given tests of affect perception from facial and vocal expressions and of emotional memory, using a standard narrative test and a novel test of word recognition. The results were standardised against matched healthy controls.

**Results:** Performance on all emotion tasks in patients with unilateral lobectomy ranged from unimpaired to moderately impaired. Perception of emotions in faces and voices was (with exceptions) significantly positively correlated, indicating multimodal emotional processing. However, there was no correlation between the subjects’ performance on tests of emotional memory and perception. Several subjects showed strong emotional memory enhancement but poor fear perception. Patients with bilateral amygdala damage had greater impairment, particularly on the narrative test of emotional memory, one showing superior fear recognition but absent memory enhancement.

**Conclusions:** Bilateral amygdala damage is particularly disruptive of emotional memory processes in comparison with unilateral temporal lobectomy. On a cognitive level, the pattern of results implies that perception of emotional expressions and emotional memory are supported by separate processing systems or streams.

The role of the amygdala in processing emotional facial expressions, emotional prosody, and in emotional memory has been well documented. In the formation of strengthened memories for emotional, arousing material, positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have shown a correlation between amygdala activity in healthy volunteers watching emotional compared with neutral films or pictures, and their improved recall or recognition several days later. Clinical studies designed to examine amygdala dependent processes have involved patients with unilateral and bilateral temporal lobe damage, and damage restricted to the amygdala as a result of Urbach-Wiethe disease or surgical lesions (see Adolphs et al, 1999 for a summary). The normal enhancement of memory is lost or attenuated in patients with bilateral and unilateral amygdala damage, respectively.

Patients with bilateral amygdala damage appear to be specifically impaired in processing fear in facial expressions (but see Rapsca et al, 2000), and in prosody. Neuroimaging investigations carried out in healthy volunteers are consistent with this. However, individual cases have been described with impaired recognition of fear in facial expressions which may not extend to prosody. Furthermore, a series of temporal lobectomy patients who performed poorly in perception of emotional prosody did not overlap with those who performed poorly in tests of facial expression recognition.

More recently, a perceptual advantage for detecting aversive stimuli under conditions of limited attention (attentional blink) has been demonstrated, which was seen to be lacking in patients with bilateral, or left amygdala, lesions. This has led to the hypothesis that perceptual and mnemonic functions involving emotive material are linked anatomically and functionally through the amygdala. Recently, however, a patient with bilateral amygdala damage with impaired recognition of fear from faces and voices has been reported who showed intact affective modulation of episodic memory. We sought to explore this further by examining the correlation between emotional memory and affect labelling tasks in a sample of patients with varying and quantifiable lesions to the amygdala. Our aim was to contribute to a “dissection” of the cognitive or sensory components underlying emotional processing in man, with particular reference to the role of the amygdala.

We assessed 28 patients with temporal lobectomy (table 1). Eleven had left sided and 14 right sided operations; three (JC, CH, and CB) had significant and volumetrically confirmed contralateral amygdala damage on structural MRI and hence can be regarded as having bilateral damage. Patients were given standardised tests of recognition of fear, sadness, disgust, anger, and happiness in facial expressions and vocal prosody. Affect-neutral facial perception was within the normal range (table 1) and matching of emotional faces and recognition of non-emotional sounds did not differ between the groups (data available on request). The same participants were also given two tests of emotional memory: a novel test of recognition of emotional target words presented in unconnected sentences designed to tap encoding processes, and a well validated emotional story test—the Heuer and Reisburg test. All results of emotional processing tests were standardised to aid multi-modal comparisons. The pattern of results on emotion recognition was positively correlated within each group, and negatively correlated between the groups (data available on request).

**Abbreviations:** NART, Nelson adult reading test; PIQ, performance IQ; VIQ, verbal IQ; WAIS-R, Wechsler adult intelligence scale, revised.
recognition and emotional memory tests was compared across and within subjects.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Patients had all been treated for otherwise intractable epilepsy at King’s College Hospital, London, with en-bloc resection of the anterior temporal lobe. Mean age was 37.4 years, and estimated IQ from the Nelson adult reading test (NART) was 100.2 (range 77 to 127) (details in table 1). Matched healthy controls were also tested for all comparisons alongside the patients over the course of a year. The controls were drawn from a pool of 40 local volunteers free of neurological and psychiatric illness who had made themselves available to assist with research, with 20 or more acting as controls for each test. Their mean age was 34.2 years (range 19 to 67), and their NART IQ was 104.4 (range 75 to 127). Handedness was assessed using the Annett scale. Four patients were not right-handed—two with left sided and two with right sided lobectomies. The main statistical analyses were group comparisons with 32 normal volunteers for the emotion tests and 20 for the memory tests. Subjects were not individually matched, yet in all experiments there were no differences approaching significance between patient and control groups in terms of age, sex, or IQ.

**Magnetic resonance imaging**

Structural MR images were acquired using a 1.5 T GE N/Vi Signa System (General Electric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA). A three dimensional, inversion recovery prepared, fast spoiled GRASS T1 weighted dataset was obtained in the coronal plane with 1.5 mm contiguous sections. Amygdala volume (in mm³) was defined according to modified Watson criteria. “Bilateral patients” were operationally defined as unilateral resection (no amygdala or remnant volume >4 SD below control mean) plus contralateral amygdala volume reduction of >1.5 SD below the mean of 32 age matched volunteers (mean (SD), 2404.8 (360.0) mm³). Contralateral amygdala volumes in the patients with bilateral lesions were, for CB, 1.5 SD below control mean, for JC, >2 SD, and for CH, >5 SD (fig 1, A–D).

**Stimuli**

**Expressions**

We used the “megamix” test of expression recognition of morphed, interpolated expressions of fear, disgust, anger, sadness, and happiness taken from the Ekman and Friesen series, and a test of prosody with a speaker counting in the tone of voice corresponding to each of the same emotions. Subjects chose the most appropriate label for each from the list of possible labels. Subjects were required to make a response, even if unsure. The proportion of correct responses was used in the analysis. Mean scores were used in the analysis. The distribution of scores showed some positive skew but was sufficiently normal to permit the use of parametric statistical tests.

**Emotional memory**

We used the Heuer and Reisburg test (1990) developed by Cahill and others, and a novel test of matched emotional and neutral, unconnected sentences (available on request). The novel test comprises 42 unconnected sentences read by the subject. Forced choice recognition of emotional and neutral “target” words was tested one hour after presentation of the stimuli. Emotional target words were selected from the affective norms for English words (ANEW)—a list of over 1000 words each rated for valence, arousal, dominance, and frequency. Emotionally aversive words were selected with a high score for “arousal” (6–9 from a maximum score of 9), and a low score (1–3; that is, sad) for “valence.” These words were labelled the “emotional target” words. The sentences were designed to be short and simple, yet interesting and provocative, and described basic events or situations—for example, “The sailor was responsible for the rape; he would abuse the children at every party.”

Matched “neutral target” words were generated by submitting each “emotional target” word independently to a validated psycholinguistic database. The lists of words so produced were by specific request the same length as each emotional target word, and matched to within 1 SD for frequency, imagability, concreteness, and familiarity (see http://wapsy.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrc2.html). One “neutral target” word (neutral in tone) was selected from this sublist which maintained the sense of the sentence, to replace the emotional target word; for example: “The sailor was responsible for the dock; he would amuse the children at every party.” This created a set of neutral sentences well matched to the emotional sentences.

Memory for all target words was tested by presenting each with two distractors giving a one-in-three forced choice recognition test, to avoid ceiling effects. The distractors were

---

**Table 1** Detailed profiles of temporal lobe epilepsy patients: demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left TL</th>
<th>Right TL</th>
<th>Bilateral amygdala lesions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>39.5 (6.7)</td>
<td>37.8 (10.0)</td>
<td>27.7 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of onset (years)</td>
<td>10.3 (6.6)</td>
<td>14.6 (8.5)</td>
<td>7.0 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of epilepsy* (years), with range</td>
<td>27.4 (11.9) (8 to 52)</td>
<td>17.4 (8.1) (5 to 32)</td>
<td>16.3 (6.7) (12 to 24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at operation (years)</td>
<td>37.6 (11.5)</td>
<td>32.0 (9.8)</td>
<td>23.7 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since operation (years)</td>
<td>4.6 (4.4)</td>
<td>6.2 (4.6)</td>
<td>4.3 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NART-IQ</td>
<td>101.5 (12.0)</td>
<td>102.2 (13.3)</td>
<td>86.3 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS-R VIQ</td>
<td>90.7 (10.5)</td>
<td>93.0 (10.0)</td>
<td>86.7 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS-R PIQ</td>
<td>103.3 (13.0)</td>
<td>94.3 (17.1)</td>
<td>80.7 (13.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden recognition memory (faces)</td>
<td>23 (1.7)</td>
<td>23.1 (2.3)</td>
<td>22.7 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton facial recognition test</td>
<td>43.2 (4.7)</td>
<td>41.5 (5.2)</td>
<td>44.7 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean (SD) or n.

*All contrasts between unilateral and bilateral lesions were non-significant except for duration of epilepsy (F = 3.65, p = 0.04).

NART, Nelson adult reading test; PIQ, performance IQ; TL, temporal lobectomy; VIQ, verbal IQ; WAIS-R, Wechsler adult intelligence scale, revised.
selected from the same database list from which the matched neutral target word was chosen, so the distracters were also matched (to within 1 SD) to the emotional target word for frequency, imagability, concreteness, and familiarity, as well as arousal and valence—for example, porn/rape/hook, and seam/dock/curb. An emotional “target index,” representing the degree of emotional enhancement in retrieval, was calculated as a proportion of correct recognition scores for the emotional target words minus neutral targets over combined neutral and emotional target word recognition.

The modified Heuer and Reisburg test of emotional memory comprises 11 picture slides and accompanying text, depicting a story of a boy who suffers a terrible car accident, after which he is rushed to theatre in hospital. This emotional, central section of the story follows and precedes neutral sections that set the scene and describe the repercussions, respectively. Memory for story details is tested one week after presentation with a multiple choice questionnaire. Retrieval of information relevant to emotional and neutral pictures is compared, and the data used to calculate an emotional index score as above.

**RESULTS**

**Expression recognition**

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the performance of patients with left and right sided temporal lobectomy (within-group contrast) in recognising expressions of fear, anger, sadness, disgust, and happiness in the facial expression (megamix) and prosody tests against normal controls. There was no effect of side of lobectomy (F(1,279) = 2.42, p = 0.12), but there was a significant effect of test (F(1,279) = 5.30, p = 0.02) and emotion (F(4,279) = 5.28, p<0.001). Post hoc Tukey tests showed that recognition of expressions of fear and anger was inferior to recognition of sadness (p = 0.03 and p<0.001, respectively). Anger recognition was also worse than recognition of disgust (p = 0.01). There were no significant interactions between side and emotion (F(4,279) = 1.03, p = 0.39), or side and test (F(1,279) = 1.75, p = 0.19), and there was no three way interaction between test, side, and emotion (F(4,279) = 0.53, p = 0.71). However, emotion and test interacted significantly (F(4,279) = 2.71, p = 0.03)—that is, recognition of different emotions depended on the modality of the stimuli (see table 2).

Table 2 shows the results of simple contrasts (t tests) between the temporal lobe group and the normal comparison group on recognition of emotional expressions: 32 participants for faces and 29 of these for voices. Percentage correct for each emotion was the dependent variable. Both visual and auditory tests revealed significant deficits in the recognition of fear and anger. Pearson correlations were carried out on z scores for each emotion, calculated on performance for the megamix faces against prosody tests for the unilateral lobectomy groups against healthy volunteers. All were significant except happiness (r = 0.09). They ranged from 0.37 (sad), to 0.39 (disgust), 0.59 (fear), and 0.68 (anger).

**Cases with bilateral amygdala damage**

Performance on the prosody and megamix tests of emotion recognition was compared with healthy controls for each of three temporal lobectomy patients with bilateral amygdala damage. Patient CB was the least impaired overall, performing as well as, or better than, controls for all tests except fear prosody, which was marginally worse than normal, while recognition of facial expressions of fear was superior. JC showed a similar pattern of performance in both sensory
modes for all emotions except anger: she demonstrated superior performance in recognising anger prosody, but clear deficits in recognising anger in facial expressions. Patient CH performed poorly overall, although he was worse in his recognition of all emotions in facial expressions than in prosody: recognition of happiness and sadness in prosody were in the normal range (table 2).

### Emotional memory

The effect of emotional memory was examined by contrasting performance on the neutral and emotional stimuli, within each of the two tests, and within the temporal lobectomy and control group separately, using paired \( t \) tests. A significant superiority in performance with emotional material was seen in both groups on both tests (all \( p < 0.01 \)). However, when examined separately, the left lobectomy group just failed to show significant enhancement on the Heuer and Reisberg test (\( p = 0.03 \)) were, however, observed to correlate significantly (all \( p > 0.05 \)) with expression recognition megamix scores (see fig 2). The correlation for fearful faces was \( r = 0.2, p = 0.2 \).

Megamix scores for expressions of fear (\( r = 0.35, p = 0.07 \)) sadness (\( r = 0.54, p = 0.003 \)), and happiness (\( r = 0.40, p = 0.03 \)) were, however, observed to correlate significantly with the emotional memory index from the sentences test.

Figure 3 shows the pattern when performance is plotted for each of the four tasks (two affect recognition and two emotional memory), concentrating on fear recognition from the faces and prosody tests. All patients with temporal lobectomy performed somewhat worse than healthy controls overall (<1 SD below the mean) in facial and prosody expression recognition. Both fig 2 and fig 3 show that patients with unilateral damage performed reasonably well on the Heuer and Reisberg test of emotional memory (the left temporal lobectomy group non-significantly worse than the right). However, the bilateral patients’ emotional sentences index scores deviated significantly from unilateral patients’ scores, and this was accentuated for the emotional index calculated from the Heuer and Reisberg illustrated story test. When emotional memory in patients with bilateral amygdala damage was examined separately (within subject), CH and CB performed more poorly on both tests of emotional

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>% Correct</th>
<th>JC</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>CB</th>
<th>Unilateral TL (n = 25)</th>
<th>Control (n = 32)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>65**</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>84.7 (21.0)</td>
<td>91.1 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>15†</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>51.2 (28.0)†</td>
<td>65.2 (25.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>35†</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>69.1 (28.6)</td>
<td>79.7 (22.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>50†</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>67.0 (26.8)</td>
<td>79.1 (21.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>15†</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>56.6 (28.1)†</td>
<td>81.6 (17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>56.1 (17.6)†</td>
<td>73.7 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54.8 (24.9)</td>
<td>71.7 (20.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>78.4 (15.1)</td>
<td>75.0 (22.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>44.8 (23.5)</td>
<td>48.7 (25.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>56.5 (20.9)</td>
<td>69.7 (20.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Emotional index</th>
<th>JC</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>CB</th>
<th>Unilateral TL (n = 11)</th>
<th>Control (n = 20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heuer and Reisberg†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>56.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index (%)</td>
<td>-4.3*</td>
<td>-26.4**</td>
<td>-14.9**</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index (%)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>-29.4*</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are raw scores or mean (SD).
* SD less than healthy control; ** 2 SD less than healthy control.
†† SD less than unilateral temporal lobectomy.
*† Temporal lobectomy patients significantly less than healthy controls (\( t \) test, \( p < 0.05 \)).
‡‡ There are 11 slides, each with between 6–9 questions. Each question is a 1 in 4 multiple choice. Chance = 25%.
* Recognition memory scores (three-alternative, forced choice) of 21 emotional, 21 neutral, given as per cent.
** Chance = 33%.
JC/CH/CB, initials of patients with bilateral amygdala damage; TL, temporal lobectomy.
memory compared with all other tests of emotional processing. CB was unusual in showing well preserved fear recognition but no emotional memory enhancement (her performance on the Heuer and Reisburg test was generally poor while that on the sentences was good). JC showed more enhancement on the emotional sentences than controls, although she too showed poor emotional enhancement for the Heuer and Reisburg test.

**DISCUSSION**

This study is the first to assess systematically and in a standardised fashion, the relation between emotional memory and perception in a group of patients with temporal lobectomy who had varying degrees of amygdala damage and a wide range of abilities. The main finding is a lack of association between measures of emotional memory enhancement and recognition of expressions of fear. This tends to undermine the view that both functions reflect a single underlying cognitive process, though it remains possible that they both normally require the integrity of the amygdala.

Our results for the recognition of emotions in the visual and auditory modalities among subjects with unilateral temporal lobectomies are broadly in line with previous findings. There was general impairment in the recognition of emotions with negative valence, particularly those that have been linked with social approach or avoidance behaviours. The poor correlation between happiness recognition in voices and faces could be interpreted as evidence for modality specificity, but it may simply reflect psychometric factors, as expressions of happiness are strikingly easy to recognise from faces but much less so from prosody, judging by the controls’ mean scores.

The bilaterally affected subjects as a group showed overall deficits in emotional recognition across modalities. Considering the categorical perception of fear stimuli, two of the three bilateral patients showed recognition deficits across modalities but it was notable that one (CB) performed in the upper half of the normative range. Thus, while the intact amygdala may usually be required for correct naming of emotional expressions of fear, performance in this study may be achieved despite considerable damage to the structure. CB showed damage similar in degree to that of other reported case studies of bilateral amygdala damage with significantly impaired fear recognition, so this heterogeneity is unlikely to be due simply to the extent of the amygdala lesions. Instead it may involve the presence or absence of damage to specific nuclei or pathways.

Another bilateral patient, JC, showed very poor recognition of anger in facial expressions, but appeared to be superior to controls in recognising anger in prosody. This dissociation indicates that different processes and perhaps neural systems—including the orbito-frontal cortex as well as the amygdala—underlie the recognition of anger across the two modalities. The findings for the tests of emotional memory show a notable divergence between the effects of unilateral and bilateral damage. The performance of subjects with unilateral lesions was comparable to that of matched healthy controls on both measures of emotional memory. There was a suggestion of an effect of laterality on emotional memory that was less evident in the left lobectomy group, as shown previously in behavioural studies but in contrast to some functional imaging studies. The ability to form enhanced emotional memories was seriously compromised when the damage to the amygdala was bilateral—in line with previous work. Excepting the normal pattern of performance of JC on the sentences test, the overall picture is that the faces and prosody tests appear to be less sensitive tests of bilateral damage than those of emotional memory.

Our assessment of emotional memory was designed to tap both encoding (with the novel sentences test) and consolidation (with the Heuer and Reisburg test). The positive association we report between the two tests of emotional memory could be taken as lending support to the connection proposed by Cahill et al between long term consolidation and early/immediate changes at encoding. Functional MRI has revealed amygdala activation during encoding, which correlates both with immediate and delayed (four weeks) recall of pleasant and unpleasant stimuli in healthy populations. However, the positive association between the two different indices of emotional memory we used is weak, with a shared variance of around 10%. Therefore, while the mechanism which underlies short term emotional memory formation may be related to long term memory formation, these two aspects of memory are in no way synonymous. Another explanation for the fMRI results is that activation of the amygdala complex seen during emotional perceptual tasks may reflect activity within a much wider network, which includes visual processing and attentional systems involving the occipital, temporal, and medial frontal cortices.

The most striking overall finding was the lack of an association between the results of the perceptual and mnemonic tests of emotional processing. For the bilateral and unilateral subjects no significant correlation was observed between the Heuer and Reisburg test and the
measures of emotion perception. This lack of association was also evident in individual cases: CB, who has bilateral amygdala damage, showed superior fear perception but a complete absence of emotional memory enhancement. Several subjects showed normal or superior emotional enhancement of memory but impairment of up to 2 SD below the control mean on fear recognition, the same combination shown in patient DR recently reported by Papps and colleagues. Together, these cases imply the presence of a double dissociation.

The pattern was somewhat different on the novel test of emotional memory. In the unilateral subjects, performance on expression recognition scores of fear, sadness, and happiness correlated with that on the sentences test of emotional memory. This relation might be taken to reflect similarities in the perception and encoding of the two sorts of emotional stimuli. Similarly, healthy controls but not subjects with unilateral amygdala damage have previously been shown to have a perceptual advantage for verbal emotional stimuli. However, such a conclusion is undermined by consideration of the results from the subjects with quantified bilateral damage (figs 2 and 3). There is again some divergence between the conclusions about perception and memory. This lack of association was evident in individual cases: CB, who has bilateral amygdala damage, showed superior fear perception but a generalised deficit. However, as such deficits may be disrupted, resulting in problems of identifying facial expressions alone, while damage to connections from, for example, the hippocampus might impair emotional memory, leaving processing of expressions intact. Hence apparent dissociations could occur despite both functions relying on a common processing mechanism in the amygdala (we thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion). Distinguishing between the “connectionist” and multiple processor accounts of such dissociations may be possible anatomically if not behaviourally.

It must be acknowledged that all the patients in the current study had brain damage from their underlying condition plus surgery which extended well beyond the amygdala, including the temporal pole and the hippocampus. Hence, attributing performance entirely to the presence or absence of a healthy amygdala cannot be sustained. Were there to be widespread cognitive deficits, this might be attributed to such extra-amygdala damage. Recall and recognition on the specific memory tests were poorer in the patients than in the controls. Indeed most of the cases showed some generalised deficits. However, as such deficits tend to be minimal this issue is less relevant and does not detract from the overall pattern of preserved and impaired abilities. Finally, the lack of significant association on some of the contrasts between cases and comparison groups may have reflected inadequate statistical power.

We interpret the general pattern of performance recorded here as suggesting specific and distinct roles for the amygdala (and its connections) in emotional expression recognition and emotional memory formation. Case SP, who has Urbach-Wiethe disease, has more uniform and complete amygdala degeneration and shows severe impairment of fear perception and emotional memory. However, the presence of such an association does not rule out the more theoretically decisive dissociation of functions. Perhaps the dissociations we and others report are more likely to occur where damage to the amygdala—a collection of nuclei with distinct projections—arises through surgical intervention or through the less predictable effects of medial temporal sclerosis. The basolateral nuclei in particular have been linked to memory modulations from animal studies, although there are extensive direct and indirect projections from visual and other unisensory and polysensory receptive cortices to the lateral nucleus. Neuroimaging with spatial resolution at the level of nuclear groups in the amygdala is needed before specific brain–behaviour correspondence can be achieved in living humans. In the meantime this study shows that the processes of perceiving and remembering emotional material may dissociate at the behavioural level.
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Intravenous immunoglobulins may have role in vasculitic neuropathy

Intravenous immunoglobulins may be beneficial in vasculitic peripheral neuropathy, especially in acute multisystem diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus and Sjögren’s syndrome.

Treatment with intravenous immunoglobulins may be considered as the sole or as adjuvant treatment, particularly in patients in whom other immunosuppressive treatment has failed.

A study from Israel followed six patients with various inflammatory diseases accompanied by vasculitic peripheral neurophysiological that were unresponsive to conventional immunosuppressive treatment. Two patients had an acute peripheral neuropathy and four a chronic one.

All patients received the regular high intravenous dose of immunoglobulin and the investigators followed their progress by noting subjective clinical improvement, and serological neurophysiological investigations.

Four patients responded to the treatment, including the two patients with acute neuropathies. The patients with sarcoidosis and mixed cryoglobulinaemia did not respond.

The investigators think that the beneficial effects of intravenous immunoglobulin in the four patients are multifactorial, acting through complement deactivation, receptor blockade, anti-idiotypes, and modulation of cytokine production.

Patients were more likely to achieve remission when treated during an acute or subacute phase, rather than after longstanding disease.

Intravenous immunoglobulin was safe in all patients and did not cause any adverse effects.
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